An antibody specific for component 8 of myelin basic protein from normal brain reacts strongly with component 8 from multiple sclerosis brain.
Myelin basic protein (MBP) consists of several components or charge isomers (C-1 through C-8) generated by one or a combination of posttranslational modifications. One of these, C-8, has been shown to contain citrulline (Cit) at defined sites formed by deimination of six arginyl residues. This unusual modification has allowed us to raise antibodies specific for this charge isomer only. To do this, a synthetic peptide, Gly-Cit-Cit-Cit-Cit, was coupled to keyhole limpet hemocyanin and injected into rabbits. The antibodies so generated reacted only with C-8 and not with any of the other charge isomers. A second antibody fraction was raised against the synthetic peptide ACitHGFLPCitHR naturally occurring between residues 24 and 33 of C-8 (all other charge isomers contain R instead of Cit at positions 25 and 31). These antibodies preferred C-8 but reacted with the other charge isomers, to the extent of approximately 25-30% of the reactivity shown with C-8. In studies with C-8 from multiple sclerosis (MS) MBP, much greater reactivity was obtained with these antibodies when compared with their reactivity with C-8 from normal MBP. Because the total number of Cit residues in C-8 from MS and normal MBP is the same, the difference in reactivity may be related to structural factors. The antibodies raised with the tetra-Cit peptide were reacted with three pairs of synthetic peptides: 24ARHGFLPRHR33 and ACitHGFLPCitHR; 120GQRPGFGYGGRAS132 and GQCitPGFGYGGCitAS; and 157GGRDSRSGSPMARR170 and GGCitDSRSGSPMACitR. They reacted only with the Cit-containing peptides in the order 157-170 greater than 120-130 greater than 24-33.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)